
 

MODEL SCULPTURE GARDEN 

Workshop Overview: 

This is a fast and fun subtractive sculpture workshop using soap, paired with collage. With ac-
cessible materials and simple instructions, it involves little preparation or clean-up. With a little 
modification, this workshop can also easily be worked into other curricular study areas, or pared 
down to only include the sculpture portion of the workshop. 

Timeline: 

This workshop will take approximately 2 hrs from start to finish. It can be meaningfully extended 
—see below— or divided into shorter sessions until complete. For example, the sculpture lesson 
alone will take 1 hr to complete. 

Materials & Preparation: 

Collage Diorama Activity 

• One large sheet of black card stock per participant (to save class time these can be pre-folded) 
• Glue sticks 
• Images from magazines, illustration or printed photographs of the local area 
• Scissors 

Sculpture Activity 

• Two bars of unscented soap per participant (for sculptures mimicking stone, select an earthy or 
white soap OR for more fantastical gemstone-like sculptures, select coloured glycerine based 
bars) 



• Clay hand-carving tools OR if hand carving tools are inaccessible, old cutlery, popsicle sticks, 
nail files etc. 
• Toothpicks to connect the two bars of soap 
• Paper for sketching out sculptural composition 

Key Idea: 

This is a practical, experiential way to learn the difference between shape and form, along with 
an introduction to abstraction. By applying qualities from a the natural world to the sculpture 
process, participants learn by hand about organic form. An ideal introductory subtractive sculp-
ture lesson, the material is very familiar and also easy to manipulate. Likewise, the thematic con-
tent and approach to this workshop can easily be adapted to suit a variety of outcomes and 
goals.  

This iteration sees the workshop as a process by which we closely study our local environment, 
which builds observational skills, as well as an appreciation for the locale. In designing a three 
dimensional work that borrows elements from the landscape, participants learn about what it 
means to ‘take inspiration’ from something, abstraction and harmony. It is worth noting that 
teachers could choose to adapt the aim, exploring themes ranging from the built world, the fu-
ture, world landscapes, utopia, space, under water and more. 

Participants create a diorama-like ‘environment’ to house their freestanding soap sculpture; it is 
akin to an architect’s model. However, this can be easily adapted to finish with a collaborative, 
whole class, sculpture garden installation or similar depending on the teacher’s aims. 

Key Words: 

• Composition: refers to the placement or arrangement of visual elements or in a work of art 
• Abstract: a work of art that doesn't look like something you would find in the real world. A 

work of abstract art might explore elements like colour, line and form instead of representa-
tional images 

• Subtractive Sculpture: Subtractive sculpture refers to the process of creating a 3 Dimensional 
composition by removing material, as in wood carving or stone sculpture 
• Diorama: a model representing a scene with three-dimensional figures 
• Shape: an enclosed two-dimensional space that has both length and width (example: a circle) 
• Form: a 3 Dimensional object that has volume. A form includes height, width and depth (ex-

ample: a sphere) 
• Manipulate: to skilfully move or control a material with your hands 
• Three Dimensional: having or appearing to have length, breadth, and depth 



• Two Dimensional: a flat shape with only two dimensions (such as width and height) and no 
thickness 
• Organic: shapes or forms which are irregular, unpredictable and flowing in appearance-often 

related to the natural world (example: the outline of a splat of dried paint, a cloud) 
• Balance: refers to an overall visual harmony within a work of art 
• Positive: an object or form which takes up space 
• Negative: the empty space around or within an object 

Workshop Process Outline: 

• Participants respond to visual prompts of the natural world and local environment for inspira-
tion (without naming objects, what do you see here? what colours, shapes? where do the lines 
travel in the landscape? Could this be here?) 

• Collage Demo: Teacher models selecting images which remind them of the local environment. 
Teacher models cutting and pasting to build the collage 

• Participants gently fold their black card in half, allowing it to take on the ‘L’ shape of a book 
end 

• Using found images, participants make a collage of an ‘environment’ which covers their black 
card. This is the setting for their sculpture and therefore the inspiration for it (how would you 
describe the place you’ve created? what kind of forms can be derived from this environment? 
Where is the best place for the sculpture to sit within this space? Are soft curves or jagged 
edges better suited to this environment?) 

• Using their collaged environment as inspiration, participants begin sketching ideas, based on 
the shapes found in their collage—keeping in mind that their sculpture could be viewed from 
all angles and that it will also have a base 

• Transfer Demo: Teacher models drawing design onto soap 

• When participants are happy with their design, they can transfer it onto the soap by scratching 
details in with a pencil 

• Carving Demo: Teacher models safe ways to use the carving tools  

• Participants begin to carve into their soap to create their composition  

• Finishing Demo: Teacher models attaching the sculpture to its base 



• Once participants have finished the main part of their composition, they may attach the base 
using a toothpick to join the two parts and wetting the seam 

• Participants finish their work by installing their sculpture into their collaged environment — 
don’t forget to document their work 

• To get the most out of this workshop, finish with group discussion and individual reflections 
(ex: Can you describe where this might be? What inspired you to connect these forms? Select a 
sculpture that is especially harmonious in its environment and discuss the visual elements that 
create the harmony.) 

Cross curricular connections: 

- Social Studies: community, history and monuments 
- Art History: modernism, public art, indigenous carving 
- Design: architecture, urban planning, landscaping, modernism  
- Science: geology, ecology, ecosystems 

Delving Deeper: Natural extensions for this workshop could include:  

These are suggestions which can be taken in a number of directions, depending on the aims of 
the teacher and the needs of the group. 

- using the diorama as a still life to sketch 
- using the creation of the environment as a context within which to discuss ideas of Utopia  
- creating and/or projecting images onto the buildings as an installation 
- using the diorama as an installation site to learn and practice photography skills 
- taking the soap sculptures out into the world to create site-specific installations 
- discussion and experiments in composition (What happens to the overall composition when 

one sculpture is replaced in its environment by another? What is the relationship between 
sculpture and ground?) 

- create a large scale collaborative diorama to display all sculptures together 
- use the sculptures and their environments as a catalyst for imagined sensory exploration, for 

example (What would your sculpture sound like, if it had a sound? Where in the world is this 
place you’ve created located and what does the climate feel like? What would you title this 
work?) 

- use the environment and the sculpture as inspiration to create haiku poetry. A haiku is a popu-
lar Japanese poem which is traditionally inspired by the natural environment. Defined by it’s 



syllabic breakdown, a haiku is made up of three lines the first with five syllables, the second 
with seven syllables and the third with five syllables. 

Key Artists: 

Barbara Hepworth:  

Barbara Hepworth was a British sculptor, who was 
born in Wakefield, Yorkshire in 1903. She was a lead-
ing figure in the international art scene throughout a 
career spanning five decades. Locally, her work can 
be found in the permanent collection of the Beaver-
brook Art Gallery in Fredericton. Although con-
cerned with abstraction, she drew inspiration from 
the natural environment and its relationships—human 
to land, land to sea and so on—when making work. 

Artists Using Collage: 
Amy Henny Brown: http://www.aimeebrown.ca 
Gregory Euclide: https://www.gregoryeuclide.com/gallery/ 
Hannah Hoch: https://www.theartstory.org/artist-hoch-hannah.htm 

Artists Using Subtractive Sculpting Techniques: 
Jim Boyd: http://sculpturesaintjohn.com/profile/james-boyd/ 
Vasilis Vasili: http://vasilisvasili.com 
Philip Savage: https://savagesculpture.com/home.html 
Barnabus Arnasungaaq: https://inuit.com/pages/barnabus-arnasungaaq 

Curricular Links: 

Visual Art 6 
• 6.1.1 create imagery that demonstrates an understanding of the expressive qualities of the el-

ements and principles of design 
• 6.1.3 experiment with a variety of materials, tools, equipment, and processes 
• 6.1.4 develop and create imagery that draws upon observation, imagination, memory, and the 

interpretation of sensory experiences 
• 6.2.1 construct personal meaning and communicate it through their artwork 
• 6.3.1 investigate the relationship between the visual arts and other subjects 
• 6.3.4 identify and discuss the visual effect of the elements and principles of design in the nat-

ural and built environment 
• 6.4.5 demonstrate an awareness of how visual art is used in their school and community 

http://www.aimeebrown.ca
https://www.gregoryeuclide.com/gallery/
https://www.theartstory.org/artist-hoch-hannah.htm
http://sculpturesaintjohn.com/profile/james-boyd/
http://vasilisvasili.com
https://savagesculpture.com/home.html
https://inuit.com/pages/barnabus-arnasungaaq


• 6.5.1 demonstrate respect for the uniqueness of the works created by self and others 
• 6.5.2 investigate art styles from a variety of social, historical, and cultural contexts 
• 6.5.6 demonstrate an awareness that many works of art can be studied according to their con-

text 
• 6.6.4 examine artworks to determine how elements and principles of design were used 
• 6.6.5 recognize the relationship between seeing, feeling, and thinking by analysing and inter-

preting their own and others’ work 
• 6.7.2 identify and discuss the source of id 
• 6.7.3 discuss and describe artistic processes in the art work of others


